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Basic Animation
Building your first animation while you learn a typical After Effects workflow.

d In This Lesson
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starting a project; creating folders
importing footage; alpha channels
creating a new composition
adding layers to the Comp panel
changing property values (scrubbing)
animating Position; the motion path
previewing the animation
navigating between keyframes
managing the comp view; zooming
applying Easy Ease In
adding the foreground layers
duplicating and replacing layers
more precise placement; snapping and grids
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adding solid layers
applying, copying, and pasting effects
dragging footage to the Timeline panel
editing motion paths; spatial keyframe types
animating Scale
animating Rotation; animating Opacity
rendering
importing layered Photoshop and Illustrator files

d Getting Started
Make sure you have downloaded the file archive for
Lesson 1 (as discussed in How to Use This Book) and
decompressed it. It contains the project file and sources
you need to execute this lesson. Our versions of these
exercises are in the project file Lesson_01_Finished.aep.

I

n this lesson, you will learn how to build a typical
After Effects project. Although the design itself
is simple, you will learn principles you can use
over and over again in the future. For example, you
will see how to import sources while keeping your
project file organized. As you add layers to a com
position, you will learn how to manipulate their
transform properties, as well as how to keyframe
them to create animations. Along the way, you’ll
learn important tricks and keyboard shortcuts.
We’ll also discuss how to handle alpha channels
as well as layered Photoshop and Illustrator files.

Composition Basics
In the Pre-Roll chapter, we discussed the basic hierarchy of an
After Effects project: Sources are called footage items; when
you add a footage item to a composition (“comp” for short),
it is then known as a layer. Potential sources can include
captured video, 3D animations, photographs or scans,
images created in programs such as Photoshop or
Illustrator, music, dialog…even film footage that has
been scanned into the computer.

Some properties (or attributes) – such as Position, Scale, and Rotation – are
common to all image layers. Masks and effects can also be applied. Individual
effect controls – such as Blur Amount – are referred to as parameters.
All properties in After Effects start out constant: You set them, and this is
the value they have for the entire comp. However, it is very easy to enable
keyframing for virtually any property, which means you can set what their values
will be at different points in time. After Effects will then automatically interpolate
or “tween” between these values over time. Once you enable keyframing,
changing a property’s value automatically creates a new keyframe – you don’t
have to explicitly say “make new keyframe.”
You have considerable control over how After Effects moves between keyframes.
In this lesson, we’ll demonstrate editing the motion path for Position keyframes,
and in the next lesson we’ll dive into further refining the speed at which After
Effects interpolates between values.
A layer can be smaller or larger than the composition, and its “resolution”
(pixels per inch) is ignored by After Effects. In addition to fading a layer in and
out using its opacity, a footage item may also have an alpha channel that deter
mines where the image is transparent and where it is opaque.
But before you start arranging and animating, you need to know how to make
a new project and comp, as well as how to import sources – so let’s get started!

Frames from the animation you’ll be creating
in this lesson. Movies courtesy Artbeats.com
(clips VPK-FH100-15, AGG-FH109-04, A005-C003,
and CC-FH101-74); bumblebee illustration
courtesy Pond5 (clip #17961109).

d factoid
File Format Support
The list of file formats that may be
imported in After Effects is subject to
change. For a current list, open the
program, press ! to open the After
Effects Help, select the “importing
footage” option, then “Importing and
interpreting footage items”, and finally
“Supported import formats”.

Individual layer properties may be keyframed
in the Timeline panel to create an animation.

Layers are flat objects that can be arranged in a comp’s
space and animated around that space. We’ll work in
2D space (the X and Y axis) at first, adding the Z axis in
Lesson 8, 3D Space. The order they are stacked in the
Timeline panel determine the order in which they are
drawn (unless they are in 3D space) – meaning that layer 1
will appear in front of layer 2 in the Composition panel.
Layers can also start and end at different points in time
(more on moving and trimming layers in Lesson 3).
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Importing Footage
It’s time to import some sources into your project:

4
1

When you create a new project, the
default workspace is Essentials. Select the
Standard workspace instead (above). Then
click the trio of blue lines (below) and select
Reset to Saved Layout to make sure you are
starting with the same arrangement.

Starting a Project
In this first lesson, you’ll create a simple but fun animation. To see where you’ll
end up, locate the movie First Animation_final.mov in this lesson’s folder and
play it a few times in QuickTime Player. Bring After Effects forward when you’re
done and we’ll guide you through building this animation from scratch.

1

When After Effects is first launched, the Start screen will open. Click the
New Project button to create a new, blank project. At the top of the application
window is a list of Workspaces; the default is Essentials. Select the Standard
workspace instead. To make sure you are using the original arrangement of this
workspace, select Reset to Saved Layout from Standard’s options menu.

2

The Project panel can quickly become a confusing mess of sources and
comps. To avoid this, let’s create a couple of folders to help keep it organized:
• Click on the New Folder icon along the bottom of the Project panel. A folder
called Untitled 1 will be created. It defaults to its name being highlighted; to
rename it, type “Sources” and press R (on a Windows keyboard, this is
the main E key – not the one on the extended keypad). You can rename it
at any time; just select the folder and press R to highlight the name.
• Click in a blank area of the Project panel to deselect your Sources folder.
Now create a second folder; rename it “Comps” and press R.
(If the Sources folder was selected when you created the Comps folder,
Comps will be nested inside Sources. Place it on the same level by dragging
the Comps folder outside of the Sources folder.)

2

To create a new folder, click on the
folder icon along the bottom of the
Project panel. Name the first folder
“Sources”, and press R. Then create
a second folder called “Comps” (below).

Saving a Project
3 Select File > Save to save your project. The shortcut is Cs on Mac
(Ls on Windows). A file browser window will open; save your project file
in this lesson’s folder (Lesson 01-Basic Animation) and give it a name that
makes sense, such as “Basic Animation v1”.
It is a good idea to give projects a version number so you can keep track of
revisions; it also allows you to take advantage of the nifty File > Increment and
Save function. Instead of just saving your project, Increment and Save will save
your project under a new version number, leaving a trail of previous versions
in case you ever need to go back. After Effects also has an Auto Save function;
it’s under Preferences > Auto-Save.
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Select the Sources folder you created in Step 2. Then use the menu
item File > Import > File. Navigate to the Lesson 01-Basic Animation
folder you downloaded (as discussed in How to Use This Book) and open
the folder 01_Sources. Select Bumblebee.tif and click Open.
The Import dialog will be replaced with an Interpret Footage dialog
because this file has an “unlabeled” alpha channel. As we discussed in
Pre-Roll, an alpha channel is a grayscale channel that sets the trans
parency of the RGB color channels. There are two main types of alpha
channels: Straight, which means the color in the RGB channels has been
“painted beyond” the edges of the alpha channel, and Premultiplied, which means
the color is mixed (“matted”) with the background color around the edges.
If you knew what type of alpha your file has, you could select it here. Since
you don’t, click the Guess button. In this file’s case, After Effects will choose the
Premultiplied – Matted With Color Black option, which is correct. Click OK, and
it will appear in your Sources folder. At the top of the Project panel you’ll see a
small thumbnail, along with its width, height, and aspect ratio. Its alpha channel
is indicated by the + symbol in Millions of Colors+ (see figure to the right).

4

If a source has an unlabeled alpha
channel, you’ll want to select the correct
alpha channel type. After Effects has a Guess
function to help.

5

To keep things simple, we created a title in Photoshop for you and rasterized
the text layer (you’ll learn about creating text in After Effects in Lesson 5).
Make sure the Sources folder (or a file inside it) is still selected, and use the
shortcut Ci (Li) to open the Import dialog. Select Flight-Title.psd
and click Open. An options dialog will open next: Set the Import Kind popup
to Footage, select Merged Layers, and click OK. Photoshop saves layers with a
“labeled” alpha channel, so After Effects knows how to interpret them correctly.
(We’ll cover importing a layered Photoshop file at the end of this lesson.)

4 continued

Select a source to see its
thumbnail and details. You can expand the
Project panel wider to see more details.

6

Finally, double-click on an empty area of the Project panel – this will also
open the Import dialog. Select the folder named Movies and click the Open
button. This will import all the contents of the folder with a single click; it will
also create a folder with the same name in the Project panel. Drag the Movies
folder inside the Sources folder, then double-click it to reveal the items inside.
Feel free to double-click any source in the Project panel to view it in the
Footage panel. If it’s a movie, tap ß to play it; tap again to stop playback.
Note that you can also drag and drop from the Finder or Windows Explorer to
import items, but that can be awkward as the After Effects application window
tends to take up the entire screen. You can also import using Adobe Bridge by
selecting File > Browse in Bridge. Once you navigate to the footage, right-click
on it, and select Open with > Adobe After Effects from the menu that pops up.

5

Import Flight-Title.psd as a Footage
item and merge layers.
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Creating a New Composition

Building a Comp

7

Now that you have your sources, you can add
them to your comp and have some fun animat
ing them. First, make sure the Timeline and
Composition panels have the name of your
comp (First Animation) in a tab along their
tops. If not, double-click this comp in the
Project panel to open it. (You can close the
Footage panel by clicking on the small ×.)

Select the Comps folder you created in Step 3. That way,
the new comp you are about to create will automatically be
sorted into it. Then either select the menu item Composition
> New Composition, or use the keyboard shortcut Cn
(Ln). A Composition Settings dialog will open in which
you can determine the size, duration, and frame rate of your
new comp. A good habit to get into with After Effects is
naming your compositions as you create them. Enter
“First Animation” in the Composition Name dialog.
At the top of this dialog is the Preset popup menu, which
includes a number of common comp sizes and frame rates.
You can also enter your own settings. For this starting
composition, uncheck the Lock Aspect Ratio box, then type
in a Width of 960 and Height of 540. Click on the menu
next to Pixel Aspect Ratio and select Square Pixels (we’ll
discuss pixels that are not square in the Appendix).

7

These are the settings we will use for our first composition:
Be sure to give your new comp a name! Uncheck the Lock Aspect
Ratio box (circled) before typing in new dimensions of 960×540,
Square Pixels. Frame rate is 29.97, Non-Drop Frame. Duration
04:00. If necessary, set the Background Color to black.
(You won’t need to change any settings in the Advanced tab.)

After you click OK, the Project panel will have two folders and one
composition (below). Drag the Name column wider if the comp’s
name is bring truncated. We like to drag the Comment box to the
left so we can add notes. Feel free to twirl down the Movies folder
and double-click the movies to play them in the Footage panel.

— Lesson 1

Highlight the value currently in the Duration field, and
enter “4.00” for 4 seconds. Frame rate should be 29.97.
Click on the Drop Frame popup and select Non-Drop Frame
(this is covered in Tech Corner near the end of Lesson 2).
Check that the remaining settings are at their defaults:
Resolution of Full and Start Timecode of 0:00:00:00.
Background Color defaults to black (the background color
was discussed in Pre-Roll). Click OK, and your new comp
will open into the Comp and Timeline panels. This would
be a good time to Save your project using Cs (Ls).
Your comp will appear in the Project panel, inside your
Comps folder (if it’s not in there, drag it in). If you cannot
read the entire name in the Project panel, place your cursor
along the right edge of the Name
column (a double-sided arrow will
appear) and drag the column wider.
If you extend the Project panel wide
enough, you’ll see the very useful
Comment column. We like to move
this column to the left side so its easier
to see; to do this, click on the word
Comment and drag and drop it just
to the right of the Name column.
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Adding the Background
8

In the Project panel, from the Sources >
Movies folder, select Meadow.mov and drag
it to the center of the Composition panel so
it fills the image area. The movie will fill the
Composition panel as it is the same size.
Before you release the mouse, you will notice After Effects
tries to snap the source to the center and edges of the
comp. In the More Precise Placement sidebar on page 31,
we’ll cover different methods for making layers “snappy.”

8

Add Meadow.mov to the composition to act as a background
layer. This movie is a composite of two movies: Clouds.mov and
Poppies.mov. (The composite work file is in our finished project.)

Click the Lock switch for the Meadow.mov layer so
you don’t accidentally move it as you add more layers.

Adding the Title
9

Select the footage item Flight-Title.psd in your
Sources folder in the Project panel. A handy way to add
selected footage items to a composition and ensure they
are centered is to choose File > Add Footage to Comp.
The shortcut is C/ (L/).
Once you’ve added the Flight-Title.psd, it will appear
as a layer in the Timeline panel as well, on top of the
background movie (which is now layer 2).
Press ß to preview the comp (previewing was
also covered in Pre-Roll).

9

Add Flight-Title.psd to the comp (above). Lock the background
movie in the timeline so you don’t accidentally move it (below). By
the way, we have dragged the Timeline panel’s A/V Features column
from its default position over to the right. You can do the same by
dragging the column header to the right until it drops into place.
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Changing Property Values

Animating Position

Before you create an animation for the title layer, you’ll need to learn how to
change property values. You can do so either numerically in the Timeline panel
or interactively in the Composition panel. Don’t worry about the results right

Now you know how to transform a layer manually; next comes making After
Effects transform a layer over time. This involves a process known as keyframing.

now, just play! You’ll reset the values at the end of the exercise.

10

10

To “scrub” a value in the Timeline panel,
place the cursor over the value until a twoheaded arrow appears, then click and drag
(above). Scale has its X and Y dimensions
locked together, so scrubbing one value also
changes the other. You can also enter an
exact value by clicking on it (below).

In the Timeline panel, click on the arrow to the left of Flight-Title.psd: This
will reveal the word Transform. Click on the arrow to the left of Transform; this
will reveal all of the Transform properties for this layer. In the future, we will refer
to clicking these arrows as twirl down (and twirl up when closing a section).
Notice the numeric values next to each property: Place your cursor over one
(a finger with a left-right arrow will appear), then click and drag while watching
the Comp panel to see the effect of editing a property. This technique is referred
to as scrubbing a value, and is a skill you’ll use over and over in After Effects. Note
that adding the C (L) key allows you to scrub in finer increments.
You can also type an exact value by clicking a value, which makes that field
active. Press T to advance to the next value, and press R when done.
Some properties – such as Scale and Position – have separate X (horizontal,
or left-right) and Y (vertical, or up-down) dimensions to their values. By default,
Scale’s X and Y dimensions are locked together to prevent distorting the layer;
you can unlock them by clicking on the chain link icon next to their value.

11

Use the Selection tool to interactively
scale the title layer by dragging its corners
in the Comp panel (above). Add S while
dragging to constrain a layer’s proportions.
Use the Rotation tool to rotate a layer (below).
Add S to rotate in 45° increments.

— Lesson 1

12

Make sure the current time indicator is at the start of the timeline (the
numeric time display in the Timeline panel should read 0:00:00:00). If it isn’t,
click on the blue head of the current time indicator and drag it there, or press
H to quickly make it jump to the start of the comp.
• There are keyboard shortcuts to reveal select Transform properties.
With Flight-Title.psd selected, type p to reveal just its Position property.
• You’re going to make the title layer move onto the
screen from below and settle into place. In the Comp
panel, enable Snapping in the Tools panel (see figure).
Select the title by clicking near the center top edge of the
layer then drag it below the image area; when your
cursor gets close to the bottom of the comp, the top of
the layer will “snap” to the center of the bottom edge.
If you prefer, you could instead scrub the Position Y
value to move the layer down. The value we used is
X = 480 (centered) and Y = 590.

11

After you’ve experimented with chang
ing values numerically, click on the word
Reset to the right of the Transform header
to return these values to their defaults. Next you’re going to play with directly
manipulating the title layer in the Comp panel to edit its Transform properties.
While doing so, the property values will update in the Timeline panel; keep an
eye on these values to get a better feel for what’s going on.

• To the left of the word Position is a small stopwatch
icon (see figure to the right). Click on it, and it will be
highlighted in blue; you have now enabled Position
for keyframing and animation. Enabling keyframing
also places a keyframe – indicated by a diamond to the
right in the timeline portion of the display – at the
current time, using Position’s current value.

• Make sure the Selection tool (V) is active. To edit Position, select and drag
a layer in the Composition panel. To constrain movement to one dimension,
start to drag the layer, then hold down the S key and drag some more.

13

• With the layer still selected, edit Scale by clicking and dragging one of the
eight square dots (“handles”) around the outline of the layer in the Comp panel.
To avoid distorting the layer and keep its original aspect ratio, start to drag the
layer, then hold down the S key and drag some more.
• To edit Rotation, select the Rotation tool (shortcut = w for “Wotate”) then
drag the layer around in a circle; the further you move the cursor away from the
layer, the more control you have. Add the S key to constrain movement to
45° increments. When you’re done, press v to return to the Selection tool (V).
As before, click on Reset (next to Transform) to return to the default values.
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To hide the Parent column in the Timeline
panel, right-click on its header and select
Hide This from the menu that pops up.

12

Enable Snapping in the Tools panel (top), then drag the top of the
title layer below the comp’s image area; the centers will snap together.
Then enable the animation stopwatch for the Position property (below).

Drag the current time indicator to 01:10. Move
the Flight-Title.psd layer where you want it to end up;
add the S key after you start dragging to constrain
the motion to up/down only. A new keyframe will
automatically be created for you with this value, at the
current time. (Our new keyframe is X = 480, Y = 430.)
You may have noticed that a line appeared in the
Comp panel, tracing the path from where your layer
started to where it is ending up. This is known as the
motion path. It is made up of a series of dots. Each dot
indicates where that layer will be at each frame. The
motion path is visible only when the layer is selected.

13

Move to time 01:10, then drag the title up into position (Y = 430).
A motion path will appear and a second keyframe will be created.
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Managing the Comp View

You learned in Pre-Roll how to resize the user interface’s
frames. You can resize the frame that holds the Comp panel
to decide how much screen real estate you can devote to it.
There are several ways to control how this space is used to
display the comp’s image area:
• In the lower left corner of the Comp panel is a Magnification
popup. A popular setting for this is Fit up to 100%, which
uses as much of the Comp panel’s frame as it can up to full
size (on a high-resolution display, this will say Fit up to 150%
or 200%; see below). A downside of the Fit option is that the
image quality may be reduced if the result is an unusual size,
such as 78%. Therefore, in some situations you might prefer
to set a size such as 100% or 50% that gets close to using the
space available, then resizing the frame again as needed.

• When the Comp panel is selected (surrounded by a blue
outline), you can hold down C (L) and press the + key
to zoom in larger or the - key to zoom out smaller.
• If you have a mouse with a scroll wheel, hover its cursor
over the Comp panel, and use the wheel to zoom in and out.
• For more targeted zooming, select the Zoom tool
(shortcut: z) and click to zoom in and center around where
you click, or O+click (A+click) to zoom out. Don’t forget
to press v when done to return to the Selection tool!
• Even better, press and hold down the z key to temporarily
switch to the Zoom tool; add O (A) to zoom out. When
you release the z key, the Selection tool will still be active.
• To pan around your composition, hold down ß
to temporarily bring up the Hand tool, then click and drag
in the Comp panel to reposition it. (Remember that tapping
ß previews the timeline.)

13

When a layer’s Position
is animating and the layer is
selected, you’ll see a motion path
in the Comp panel illustrating its
travels. A square icon will appear
at each keyframe’s location – you
can drag this icon directly in the
Comp panel to change the value
of that keyframe without moving
to that point in time; as you do so,
the new value will update live in
the Info panel. Undo when done!

Drag the current time indicator back and forth along the
top of the timeline and notice how your layer moves along
its motion path. To see what it would look like playing
back in real time, press ß or º to initiate
a preview, or press the Play button in the center of the
Preview panel. After Effects will work its way through the
frames once as fast as it can, then play back the animation
in real time. Press the same key again to stop the preview.
A green bar appears in the time ruler as frames are cached.
• It is easy to change the timing of keyframes: In the
Timeline panel, drag the second diamond keyframe to the
left or right to make it occur earlier or later in time. Preview
to see the new timing, then return the keyframe to 01:10.
• You can also easily edit the value of a keyframe after
you’ve created it. In the A/V Features column of the
Timeline panel are a pair of gray arrows surrounding a
small diamond. These are known as the keyframe navigation arrows (see figure on next page). Clicking on them
will jump to the next keyframe in line for that property,
confirmed by the diamond changing from hollow to blue.
Once you’re “parked” on a keyframe, to edit that keyframe
either scrub the layer’s Position values or drag the layer
around in the Comp panel.
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Important concept coming up: If you are not parked on the exact frame of a pre
viously existing keyframe when you try to edit a property, you will instead create
a new keyframe. If you create one by accident, undo or delete it by selecting it
in the timeline and pressing D. Or, use the keyframe navigation arrows to
jump to it, then click on the blue diamond between the arrows to remove it.

Applying Easy Ease In
14

As you preview the title’s animation, you
may have noticed that it stops abruptly at the
second keyframe. To make it land “softly,”
select the keyframe at 1:10 and choose
Animation > Keyframe Assistant > Easy Ease
(or Easy Ease In). Preview, and now the title
slows down before it stops. (We’ll cover
velocity changes in depth in Lesson 2.)

Under the A/V Features column are a pair of
keyframe navigation arrows, which make it
easy to jump to the previous or next keyframe
for a given property. If the diamond between
the two arrows is blue, the current time
indicator is parked on top of a keyframe.

14

After applying the Easy Ease
Keyframe Assistant (left), the
keyframe icon changes from a
diamond to a chevron to indicate
that interpolation over time is no
longer linear (below). Note also
that the green line is removed
between keyframes, indicating
that changes have been made.

Save your project. Indeed, now would be a good time to use the
File > Increment and Save option, so your work to date will be saved
under a new version number.

Adding the Foreground Layers
In the next few steps, you will learn a few strategies for working with
multiple layers in a composition. Move the time indicator to a point
after 1:10 so you can use the placement of the title for reference.

15

From the Project panel, select Tulips.mov from the Sources >
Movies folder and drag it into the Composition panel to a position
between the title and the top of the comp, offset to the left (you will
eventually be placing another video to the right). Release the mouse,
and this layer will be added to your timeline starting at 00:00. (When
you add a new source to the Comp panel, it always starts from the
beginning of the comp and in front of all other layers.)
• Press s to reveal the layer’s Scale parameter and reduce it in size
until it acts as a nice inset above the title (we used 40%). Feel free to
tweak its placement, but leave some space along the top of the comp
for another graphical element you will be adding later.

15 Drag the tulips movie to the top left
side of the comp and scale it so that it
makes a nice inset movie.
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